
 

RIDGETEC LAUNCHES CELLULAR SURVEILLANCE CAMERA WITH FOCUS ON 

SECURITY AND USER CUSTOMIZATION 
Compatible with most USA and International Cellular Networks 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 2018 

RidgeTec announces the release of the Apex Mountaineer 4G LTE cellular surveillance camera that combines faster 

cellular connectivity, improved motion detection hardware, and additional programming features to give security and 

outdoor customers greater reliability and control over their surveillance projects.   With now 10 years in the research, 

design, and manufacturing of security and game cameras, RidgeTec is becoming known worldwide as a technology 

leader in portable surveillance cameras.   

“We started with camera development in 2008 and brought one of the first invisible black flash cameras to the 

market,” said Chase Wendorff, RidgeTec.  “We continue to learn and improve our camera quality each year and are 

excited to be launching a new camera brand.  Our desire for perfection has brought the arrival of the new RidgeTec 

cellular camera for 2018.” 

“Our flagship 4G LTE cellular camera brings greater speeds and abilities to cellular surveillance and the new multi-

zone motion sensor with sneak by protection,” said Anthony Jowers, Product Development,  “Coupled with special 

motion blur reduction technology, the user is ensured high quality images, transmitted and stored, every time.” 

The RidgeTec Apex Mountaineer cellular camera uses fast LTE technology for instant photo and video transmission.  A 

user friendly website and mobile app portal is available for quick and easy camera setup and photo management.  

RidgeTec also provides enterprise customers with the ability to fully customize the camera operations to their own 

server for data integrity.  The camera is programmable to send photos, photo bursts, and video to a cell phone or 

computer server in real-time.  The user may also control the camera remotely with advanced two-way 

communication.    

Unlike competitors, Ridgetec is partnered with internet data providers that poise the Ridgetec product line for 

worldwide connectivity under one administrative umbrella and pricing platform.  Further, Ridgetec offers its 

advanced, core server technologies as a license to governmental agencies and corporations in need of more secure or 

custom solutions. 

The RidgeTec Apex Mountaineer is sure to impress! 
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            Starting at $379 


